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Summary
- User receives a compressed file
- Compressed file contains a VBS payload
- User opens the zip file and the VBS payload
- VBS downloads a stage 2 portable executable
- Stage 2 executable encrypts user documents / files and asks for the ransom

The VBS

VBS obfuscation is pretty easy in this case. Some extra code is added for confusion but its 
pretty straight forward. Let me show you some screen shots
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NOTE: Whenever you click on a VBS file, WScript is registered to handle the file extension.  
The script is loaded in the address space of WScript, its not a spawned process.
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Let’s take a look at some of the VBS code:

Following creates an object to handle second stage binary, malicious code. VBS don't have 
native functionality for file IO's. Thats why it uses FileSystemObject. In this situaiton 
ADODB.Stream object is used to read and write the binary file

Now the VBS will do an HTTPGet. If C2 is alive, then the downloaded payload will be saved 
in the following location.

Time to execute the binary:

First WScript.Shell object is created.

Then Wscript object with Run method is used to execute the payload.

All this is done for confusion. Let’s move to the traffic trace now:

UDP
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TCP& Start of the second stage payload 
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At this stage we can officially say goodbye to VBS.  It downloaded the file in %TMP% 
location. Filename is static and saved as saToHxy.exe. 2nd stage executable was initiated by 
the following function

BBQkindaRombickom.Run(BBQkindaheal33u)

Following shows the file location (of second stage executable) and size in bytes i.e. 274 KB.

And the payload made it to the process stack!

Let’s look at the payload i.e compile time, size, architecture, hash etc. 

Following shows the compile time for the 32b payload
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Let’s follow the flow

So Wscript talks to an ip address 10.0.0.80 (I used sink holing thats why you see an internal ip 
address), downloads saToHxy.exe (staticName). Wscript runs the executable. Executable 
spawns its self. This is done to decode the in-memory ransomware payload. The executable 
decrypts the payload and also drops a .bat file. Following shows the content of bat file.

The bat file is not only deleting the shadow copy but its hiding the RDP connection logs. 
Maybe there is a lateral movement component here. Its also enumerating and clearing the 
event logs by using wevtutil.exe. Decryption of ransomware payload is done by the 
following functions
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Strings in different languages
Some strings are embedded in the payload in chinese, japanese etc languages.

Bociwo depeko pekeweru romu = I will defeat you
Lepaxabe wagudunoye behowila nocudu = Lepaste is cold and black
Zusijigoka pi wi yubeji cuzedo = chinese

All encrypted and the ransom note

Once files are encrypted, ransom note is visible to the user.

Files are encrypted with a .725 extension.
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You can see in the following screen shot that the attacker put the right reference to TOR 
browser but misspelled it some how.
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Some IOC's
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Conclusion
  DECODE THE FOLLOWING AND YOU SHALL NEVER GET HIT BY RANSOMWARE.

http://udurrani.com/x11.html
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